
Sermon for December 13, 2020       BMZ Church 

 

Series: “A DIFFERENT CHRISTMAS” 

For Message: Mark 13:24-37; Matthew 25:34-36, 40 

Message Title:  “STAY SHARP!” 

 

Introduction: Good Morning BMZ! I’m glad you are with us as we BEGIN our 

WORSHIP SERIES called “A DIFFERENT CHRISTMAS”! Merry Christmas! 

So, as we begin ADVENT (the arrival of a notable person, thing, or event … also, the 
coming or 2nd coming of CHRIST!), we RECOGNIZE things are DIFFFERENT this YEAR. We 

also RECOGNIZE that IF we are GOING to BRING HOPE to a WORLD in NEED, WE need to 

BE DIFFERENT! You KNOW, some THINK WHEN things GET DIFFERENT, that is a 

PROBLEM. No. When THINGS get DIFFERENT, THINGS are NORMAL. According to OUR 

BIBLES, DIFFERENT MUST be a GOOD THING.  THINGS GOT DIFFERENT for 

MANY … ABRAHAM = GO to a NEW PLACE … SACRIFICE your SON … That’s 
DIFFERENT!  MOSES = GO BACK to EGYPT and DEMAND the RELEASE from 

SLAVERY of the HEBREW PEOPLE from the MOST POWERFUL KING in the WORLD … 
That’s DIFFERENT!   NOAH = BUILD a BOAT and SAY Good-Bye to your 

NEIGHBORS … That’s DIFFERENT!  NEHEMIAH / ESTHER / GIDEON / ISAIAH / 

DAVID / SOLOMON … KEEP GOING!  When THINGS GOT DIFFERENT, people were 

PUSHED to TRUST GOD MORE! And that is EXACTLY what GOD WANTS FROM US! 

Think of the EARLY CHURCH … JAMES writing to the DIASPORA … “Our WORLD 
got FLIPPED UPSIDE DOWN!” JAMES = “SO WHAT!” Keep GROWING in your FAITH 

and SHARING IT with OTHERS! 

 This Advent season--this time that we prepare for Jesus’ coming (as a baby and as King 

of Kings and the Lord of Lords) we are going to offer HOPE for those who need it. Do you 

KNOW ANYONE who could use a little HOPE this Christmas Season? Bring them to worship 

so we have a chance to not just cheer them up but offer them a deep HOPE for today and for the 

future (NEXT STEP)! 

Traditionally, the First Sunday in Advent is spent looking at END TIMES. WHEN will 

JESUS COME again? When will the WORLD END? When will all the EVIL be put in its place?  

We are going to use the Book of MARK, so it’s good we know where Mark is coming 
from. Mark was a HELPER for the Apostle PETER and Mark also did some traveling and 

mission work with PAUL. Mark was highly respected in the 1st Century Church. We believe 

Mark was the FIRST to WRITE down the STORY of JESUS (Gospel) … before Matthew, Luke 
and John did. Mark’s writings were first distributed around AD 64. 

It’s also important to know WHEN Mark wrote considering the Scripture we are studying 

today.  In AD 66, a group of ZEALOTS went into the Temple in Jerusalem and KILLED 

some of the PRIESTS. In AD 70, the ROMANS entered Jerusalem and DESTROYED the 

TEMPLE … not leaving one stone standing on another… (MARK 13) 

With these events about to happen, the people of Jerusalem and followers of The Way, 

many Roman themselves, needed to hear the HOPE Mark had to offer. 

Right before we pick up our reading for today, Jesus WARNS people because the TIME 

is COMING when those who live in JUDEA will need to FLEE to the HILLS. Jesus is 

FORETELLING the DESTRUCTION of JERUSALEM and their nation. Jesus is also 

FORETELLING the END TIMES … “For those will be days of greater horror than at any 
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time since God created the world.”  Jesus WARNS THEM (us too) … DON’T pay attention 

when some DECLARE themselves to be MESSIAH / SON of GOD. “DO NOT BE 
DECEIVED”, Jesus says.    (NEXT STEPS = Read Mark 13) 

To have HOPE for eternity, this NEXT SECTION of Mark’s writings gives us THREE 
(3) THINGS to make sure we are ‘READY’ for JESUS to COME AGAIN! Pay attention! 

BECAUSE there is GOOD NEWS! We did SOME of this LAST WEEK, but there’s more! 
THREE MORE LESSONS TO BE PREPARED FOR JESUS TO COME AGAIN: 

    LESSON #1 =  

#1 = Recognize the SIGNS  

This can be said another way: “KNOW YOUR BIBLE!” In more than one place God’s 
Word tells us what the END TIMES will look like! 

- Do you know HOW MANY have TRIED to PREDICT end times? Thousands! 

- Do you know HOW MANY have been RIGHT? Zero! 

In the 1840s, a man named WILLIAM MILLER began convincing people that he knew 

when Jesus was going to come again. He SET a DATE and published it in 1842. That date came 

and went and even MORE PEOPLE followed William Miller (That makes sense…). He RE-SET 

the date for 1843 and MORE PEOPLE followed. He SET TWO DATES in 1844 and people 

came out by the THOUSANDS for BOTH DATES … people sold their property, gave away 

belongings, left their jobs; many even dug graves and laid in them in white linen cloths on the 

dates that William set. Guess what happened? RIGHT! JESUS DIDN’T COME and TWO NEW 
CHURCHES STARTED (Advent Christian Church and 7th Day Adventist Church)! 

Well, that was a long time ago … 1992 = Thousands in KOREA gave up their jobs, left 

their military posts and gave away their money and belongings because their church leaders said 

the end was coming on a certain date (they had calculated Jesus would come on a certain day … 
because they were smart!). Guess what? The church leader who started it made lots of MONEY 

and INVESTED it for FUTURE USE (even PAST the date THEY SET for Jesus’ return!). 

Do you remember Y2K? Many believed Y2K was going to be the BEGINNING of the 

END. Computers so screwed up the world might be destroyed. Remember the END of the 

MAYAN CALENDAR in December 2012? “HI THERE! We’re still here…” 

But, if we KNOW our BIBLES, we will NOT have these WORRIES! In Mark, Jesus 

describes MORE SIGNS … MARK 13:24-27 = 24 “At that time, after the anguish of those 
days, the sun will be darkened, the moon will give no light, 25 the stars will fall from the 

sky, and the powers in the heavens will be shaken.* 26 Then everyone will see the Son of 

Man* coming on the clouds with great power and glory.* 27 And he will send out his 

angels to gather his chosen ones from all over the world*—from the farthest ends of the 

earth and heaven. 1 

IF we BELIEVE and are LIVING the way Jesus calls us to, we have ASSURANCE that 

“he will send out his angels to gather his chosen ones from all over the world…” 

We DON’T have to KNOW WHEN JESUS is coming AGAIN. We just need to BE 

AWARE that JESUS IS coming and LIVE LIKE we are ready for it! 

The story is told of John Wesley (founder of METHODISM) working in his garden/yard 

and someone came by and asked WHAT he would be DOING if he knew Jesus was COMING 

today. Wesley’s reply: “I would keep on doing what I’m doing.” 

 
1 Tyndale House Publishers. (2013). Holy Bible: New Living Translation (Mk 13:24–27). Carol Stream, IL: Tyndale House Publishers. 
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Could YOU say that? IF JESUS CAME in the NEXT 3 or 4 HOURS, would you have to 

hustle out and get some things in order, or could you just go about your day as planned… Are 

you READY?     LESSON #2 =  

#2 = Learn from the FIG TREE  

We need to learn, as Jesus said, from the FIG TREE. Jesus tried to PUT things we 

CANNOT COMPREHEND in ways we could MAYBE catch a GLIMPSE…PARABLES … 

EARTHLY STORIES with HEAVENLY MEANING … MARK 13:28-31 = 28 “Now learn a 
lesson from the fig tree. When its branches bud and its leaves begin to sprout, you know 

that summer is near. 29 In the same way, when you see all these things taking place, you 

can know that his return is very near, right at the door. 30 I tell you the truth, this 

generation* will not pass from the scene before all these things take place. 31 Heaven and 

earth will disappear, but my words will never disappear. 2 

In the Spring, we know Summer is coming because the BUDS start to show on the tree. 

The BUDS on the trees = Summer is coming. 

In the same way, we have ENOUGH SCRIPTURAL SIGNS … Biblical Predictions … 

WE CAN SAY Jesus could COME AGAIN at ANY TIME! 

I love how JESUS says THIS GENERATION will NOT DIE (v.30) until these events 

take place! A GENERATION according to the Old Testament was about 40 YEARS (think 

MOSES and the people in the WILDERNESS for a generation … NEW GENERATION heading 
into the PROMISED LAND). Jesus spoke these words around AD 30 and the destruction of the 

Temple in Jerusalem happened in AD 70. WITHIN 40 YEARS. 

Remember, THIS WRITING is to be extended PAST that immediate happening. This 

reminds us that according to Biblical prophecy … you and I here today … we could see it. So 
many things have fallen into place in the last number of years that make it more than possible for 

you and I to see MARK 13:26 = 26 Then everyone will see the Son of Man* coming on the 

clouds with great power and glory.3 It could come in our lifetime. BUT, we DON’T KNOW! 
Where’s the HOPE? Our HOPE is in JESUS’ WORDS. Verse 31 reminds us Jesus said, 

“Heaven and earth will disappear, but my words will remain forever.” 
Summer is coming (fig tree), but we know how to be prepared!  LESSON #3 =  

#3 = Stay SHARP – No SLEEPING!  

STAY SHARP! NO SLEEPING! But, this has NOTHING to do with THINKING we are 

SHARPER than JESUS! 

When I was a kid, my Dad gave me CHORE LISTS he expected me to DO. Not only did 

he expect me to DO them, he expected me to FINISH CHORES in a certain amount of TIME. 

Dad would let me know what he wanted done and then LEAVE the HOUSE … I would home 

alone. Dad would NEVER GIVE me an EXACT TIME he was going to be home. Do you know 

why? He wanted me to be on that chore list whether he was home or not… Dad was attempting 

to teach me to act a certain way … be RESPONSIBLE … whether or not he was around! 

LISTEN to JESUS … MARK 13:32-37 = 32 “However, no one knows the day or hour 
when these things will happen, not even the angels in heaven or the Son himself. Only the 

Father knows. 33 And since you don’t know when that time will come, be on guard! Stay 
alert*! 34 “The coming of the Son of Man can be illustrated by the story of a man going 

on a long trip. When he left home, he gave each of his slaves instructions about the work 

they were to do, and he told the gatekeeper to watch for his return. 35 You, too, must keep 
 

2 Tyndale House Publishers. (2013). Holy Bible: New Living Translation (Mk 13:28–31). Carol Stream, IL: Tyndale House Publishers. 
3 Tyndale House Publishers. (2013). Holy Bible: New Living Translation (Mk 13:26). Carol Stream, IL: Tyndale House Publishers. 
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watch! For you don’t know when the master of the household will return—in the evening, 

at midnight, before dawn, or at daybreak. 36 Don’t let him find you sleeping when he 
arrives without warning. 37 I say to you what I say to everyone: Watch for him!” 4 

Why do you think Jesus never said, “I’ll be back on this date, at this time?” HE DIDN’T 
KNOW! Why do WE expect to KNOW if Jesus DOESN’T? STOP trying to figure out WHEN 

and start figuring out WHAT to DO in the MEANTIME! Jesus wants us to LIVE 

FAITHFUL to Him NO MATTER what TIME it is! 

Jesus did not come just to help us have eternal life in God’s Paradise … Jesus wants the 

Paradise to START TODAY! We need to be in a right relationship with God EVERY DAY … 
no matter who’s looking or not. Jesus does NOT give us the DAY or HOUR, because the 

EXPECTATION is, we will be LIVING the way Jesus wants ALL the TIME! 

Sometimes when I’m DRIVING, I HIT the BRAKES HARD. Know why? I see a 

POLICE CAR! Then I realize my CRUISE CONTROL is SET at the Speed Limit or just over … 
I don’t have to react when I see an OFFICER. I’m LEGAL whether they’re THERE or NOT! 

This is what Jesus is challenging us to do. Don’t get caught sleeping! If we are ALWAYS 

ALERT and LIVING the WAY Jesus calls us to, we have HOPE for our ETERNITIES! 

So … ARE YOU READY? Do you KNOW WHY I ASK? Because Jesus IS coming 

again! KEEP SHARP! Then you ask, “HOW? Pastor Stan, HOW can we STAY SHARP and 
WATCH FOR HIM?” 

 ONE of the WAYS we KNOW we are READY/SHARP/WATCHING is by LIVING 

LIFE the way JESUS TELLS US TO! We are to TREAT JESUS WELL! It won’t go well for 

us if our LIVES are NOT PLEASING to JESUS! 

 Jesus says it MATTERS HOW we TREAT PEOPLE … God’s CREATION! Jesus 

says it MATTERS SO MUCH HOW we treat people that HE will TREAT US the SAME WAY! 

Jesus will WELCOME us and make us FAMILY … He says we will INHERIT the KINGDOM 

prepared for us from the Creation of the World! 

 Jesus is COMING AGAIN … NOT as a BABY in a MANGER, but as KING of KINGS 

and LORD of LORDS …and WHEN HE DOES, we will be JUDGED ACCORDING to HOW 

we TREATED OTHER PEOPLE! Here’s how JESUS said it … MATTHEW 25:34-36 = 
34 “Then the King will say to those on his right, ‘Come, you who are blessed by my 
Father, inherit the Kingdom prepared for you from the creation of the world. 35 For I was 

hungry, and you fed me. I was thirsty, and you gave me a drink. I was a stranger, and you 

invited me into your home. 36 I was naked, and you gave me clothing. I was sick, and you 

cared for me. I was in prison, and you visited me.’ 5 And people ask … WHEN DID WE DO 
THAT? MATTHEW 25:40 = 40 “And the King will say, ‘I tell you the truth, when you did it 

to one of the least of these my brothers and sisters,* you were doing it to me!’ 6 

 IT MATTERS HOW we LIVE! At BMZ, we OFFER WAYS to DO THAT! And, 

NOT ONLY are WE doing that for ORPHANS in Cambodia, Burma, and India … THEY are 

OFFERING LIGHT and HOPE in THEIR COMMUNITIES! 

Please REMEMBER the ORPHANAGES we support are CHURCHES as well. They 

reach out into their UNCHURCHED / UNCHRISTIAN Communities … I have an EMAIL 
about a DEATH of one of the CHILDREN at Elephant Mountain in Cambodia. Listen to what 

YOU are SUPPORTING … from Thad Wilkinson: 

 
4 Tyndale House Publishers. (2013). Holy Bible: New Living Translation (Mk 13:32–37). Carol Stream, IL: Tyndale House Publishers. 
5 Tyndale House Publishers. (2013). Holy Bible: New Living Translation (Mt 25:34–36). Carol Stream, IL: Tyndale House Publishers. 
6 Tyndale House Publishers. (2013). Holy Bible: New Living Translation (Mt 25:40). Carol Stream, IL: Tyndale House Publishers. 
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 Here’s what happened-- --Lisbeth was 8. She was a bright and joyful child (3 

PICTURES of LISBETH … Order: Portrait, Group and Snacks) who was loved by everyone. She was 

unusually outgoing and had made friends throughout the village with many people. One of her 

favorite activities was to go out in the town and for this reason she always managed to be “in 
tow” during shopping outings, delivery of care-packages, or even pastoral visits. It was not 

uncommon to see a staff member out on an errand and little Lisbeth tagging along, chatting up 

everyone she could find along the way. Back in the spring she was sick--more than once--and 

never seemed to get her strength back. Several visits to the doctor and no one could figure out 

what it was. Eventually, she experience intense fatigue and small reddish spots began to appear 

on her body. Another trip to the doctor and she was taken into the hospital. She was suffering 

from anemia, but they couldn’t figure out the cause. She stayed in the hospital for months and 
never came back to the orphanage. This caused a steady, daily stream of visitors from the 

orphanage and on most days--after it was determined that she wasn’t contagious--there were 

2-4 kids sitting by her side and bringing her fruits or toys or cards and letters from home. The 

kids often sang to her and this was enjoyed by the other ill patients on the ward including a 

woman with terminal cancer who took great interest and always asked questions about the 

orphanage. 

So weeks went by like this and Lisbeth got weaker and weaker until they told us she had 

a rare disease called bone marrow aplasia. Our community had many prayer services for 

Lisbeth--both at her side and back at the orphanage. There was a very high degree of faith in 

every heart that she would recover and the Lord would bring her back home. 

No words can possibly describe the scene of 20 children--some as young as 4 years old, 

surrounding her bed reaching out their hands in prayer for their dear sister.  

The doctors were never encouraging again after the diagnosis was made. This was all 

especially difficult for the Elephant Mountain Orphanage because one of the boys had recently 

drowned in the river and the entire house was in grief over the loss of their brother. 

The day finally came that Lisbeth left us to be with the Lord. We were all unsure and 

carefully observing our kids for signs that they were traumatized to the point of 

discouragement or despair. Yes, they cried-- they cried a lot. There were many scenes of 

younger ones comforting the older ones--an unexpected sight. In the darkest time--the night 

when everyone was told--the whole house gathered in the sanctuary room and our local pastor 

and our field director, Arun Paul, were there and they prayed and sang quiet songs and the kids 

felt the presence of the Lord helping them accept this terrible news. 

Two days later her wake and funeral were held. The funeral “service” is held at the 

graveside in their tradition (4 PICTURES … Order: Wake, Funeral Proc 2, Funeral Procession and 
Lisbeth Coffin). The children walked with her coffin--many of them touching it and putting 

flowers on it when it reached the burial site. Something very unusual occurred when the 

procession carrying her coffin left the orphanage grounds. Many, many people from the 

surrounding villages came--hundreds of them--a huge crowd that no one expected. Apparently, 

the Buddhists villagers wanted to see what the Christians would have to say about the fact that 

their God did not save this special child. They came out of curiosity. They wondered if the faith 

of these people would falter. Some just wanted to see a Christian funeral. Others thought 

perhaps a miracle would occur. In any case, at least 500 people gathered. 
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The pastor spoke, the congregation sang, and just before the end TWO TEEN GIRLS who 

had known Lisbeth very well since she was a toddler stood up to speak. These girls began to 

share at first with tears and then with great passion--they shared--some about Lisbeth, but also 

they shared their faith. The huge crowd was completely silent and pressed in to hear every 

word. They listened so intently because it was two kids sharing--and with so much force. I am 

not sure of all they said--but these were two scriptures they spoke from memory to the crowd. 

Isaiah 41:10, 13 = 10 Don’t be afraid, for I am with you. Don’t be discouraged, for I am 
your God. I will strengthen you and help you. I will hold you up with my victorious right hand. 7 
13 For I hold you by your right hand— I, the Lord your God. And I say to you, ‘Don’t be afraid. I 

am here to help you. 8 

Romans 14:7-9 = 7 For we don’t live for ourselves or die for ourselves. 8 If we live, it’s to 
honor the Lord. And if we die, it’s to honor the Lord. So whether we live or die, we belong to the 
Lord. 9 Christ died and rose again for this very purpose—to be Lord both of the living and of the 

dead. 9 

In a completely unplanned manner the older of the two girls began asking the 

crowd, “Will you come to Jesus Christ and follow Him?” She asked this question many times 

until a woman raised her hand and then another and then a man and more and 

more.  Everyone was amazed as nothing like this had ever happened at a funeral. The pastor 

took over the service and continued the call to commitment which was eventually answered by 

over 90 individuals! All their names were recorded and all of them have now been visited and 

grafted into discipleship groups attached to each of our two churches in the region. 

So yes, we had a great loss, but even in this deep sadness, God made His presence 

known and His redemptive Grace was on display for all to see. The sadness gave way to great 

rejoicing as so many lives were transformed even as Lisbeth’s tiny body was laid to rest. 
Stan, that's not all that happened. When the group returned to the orphanage after the 

funeral, there was an official from the magistrate’s office there with a social worker. The 
woman with terminal cancer who had been in the same ward with Lisbeth had died about two 

weeks prior to Lisbeth. She had asked in her will that her two young children be allowed to live 

at the “Christian orphanage”. She told her nurse that she observed so much love in the children 
from Elephant Mountain Home and her final request was that her young daughters--a toddler 

and an infant (not sure of the exact ages)--be able to live there if that could possibly be 

arranged.  

So that's what happened. God gave us 90+ new souls and two baby girls on the day we 

said goodbye to Lisbeth. 

Hey, BMZ, YOU are changing the world and Building The KINGDOM! There are 

people on the other side of the planet who will be in HEAVEN … and, at least part of that, is 

because of you! Keep it up! BECAUSE we don’t know the DAY or the HOUR when JESUS will 
COME AGAIN!  Can we DO THAT LOCALLY?  THINGS GOT DIFFERENT! 

SO WHAT?  GROW in your FAITH and SHARE IT with OTHERS! 

“What you do for the least of these, you do to me.” –Jesus  

 

Let’s Pray! 

 
7 Tyndale House Publishers. (2013). Holy Bible: New Living Translation (Is 41:10). Carol Stream, IL: Tyndale House Publishers. 
8 Tyndale House Publishers. (2013). Holy Bible: New Living Translation (Is 41:13). Carol Stream, IL: Tyndale House Publishers. 
9 Tyndale House Publishers. (2013). Holy Bible: New Living Translation (Ro 14:7–9). Carol Stream, IL: Tyndale House Publishers. 
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Next Steps:  I will memorize Matthew 25:40 

I will read Mark 13 about the Future 

I will be Different Locally through our Giving Tree 

I will be Different Globally / to the ends of the earth through InterHope 

I will invite someone to worship Online or Drive-Up Worship 

 

Hosting (Closing) 
HEY, it has been a GREAT DAY here at BMZ… Glad you’ve been here with us! 
• Or NEXT STEPS on your CONNECTION CARD (FULLY FILLED OUT!!)  

• You can drop that card in the offering basket. 
IF you are a First-Time Guest with us today  

• We are so glad you joined us … And we have a GIFT for you.  
It’s this book “UNSHAKABLE” and it’s at the BACK TABLE / By the DOORS… 

• all you need to do is HIT “SEND” your COMPLETED Connection Card  
+++++++++++++++++++++++ 

• I just want to remind you that … STEWARDSHIP is DISCIPLESHIP … we RECEIVE 
an OFFERING EVERY Sunday BECAUSE it’s BIBLICAL … AND it HELPS us 
GROW in our FAITH! 

• STEWARDSHIP VERSE … Matthew 25:40 = 40 “And the King will say, ‘I tell you 
the truth, when you did it to one of the least of these my brothers and sisters,* 
you were doing it to me!’ 10  NOT JUST LIP SERVICE … FULL WEIGHT! 

• FIRST of our EARNINGS go back to the ONE who Blessed us in the 1st place! 
That’s why WE/I do Automated Giving! I get paid … the TITHE comes OUT FIRST! 

• God’s plan for BUILDING His Church was through TITHING and GIVING of the 
FOLLOWERS ... Share the GOOD NEWS! To REFRESH OTHERS! 

• As Developing Followers of Jesus Christ, WE need to KNOW what the BIBLE says 
about GIVING … NOT just what we THINK it should say. 

• MONEY is a HEART ISSUE. And GOD wants what is BEST for your HEART! 
Listen, if GOD LOVES US so much that HE is willing to GIVE UP His OWN SON 
FOR US, WHY would GOD LEAD us ASTRAY in FINANCES?!   

• Next Week: A DIFFERENT CHRISTMAS … What about the IMPOSSIBLE?! 
 

“God whispers to us in our pleasures, speaks in our conscience, but shouts in our pains: it is His megaphone to rouse a deaf world.” — C.S. Lewis 

“Truth without Grace is Fundamentalism (Brutality). Grace without Truth is Sentimentalism (Hypocrisy).” 

Special thanks to Andy Stanley, Nelson Searcy, and R.A. Pegram for outlines and ideas for this worship series. 

 
10 Tyndale House Publishers. (2013). Holy Bible: New Living Translation (Mt 25:40). Carol Stream, IL: Tyndale House Publishers. 


